S O L U T I O N S

Application
Performance
Management (APM)
Starter Package

At a glance
Why codecentric APM
Starter Package?
Instana trial license for 14
days
Support during installation

Modern microservice architectures and containers (such as Docker)
are the foundation of large IT landscapes today. Without a doubt,
this technology brings numerous advantages, but on the other hand
increases the complexity of monitoring significantly. Our team has
years of hands-on APM experience and specializes in finding problem-causing components in complex environments at record speed.
codecentric paves the way for your entry into APM. With our Starter
Package, you will not only get to know the APM tool Instana, but also
the positive effects that can result from active and sustainable performance management. In addition, we provide technical experts to
support you in your initial and test phase and are happy to accompany you as a long-term partner in this area.

4 days of consulting
One-time offer price (incl.
all consulting services):
7,000 EUR net, excl. travel
expenses

What does the APM Starter Package
include?
Our services:
Instana trial license for 14 days
1 day consulting at your site (remote if desired)
3 days of remote consulting:
installation
training
active monitoring and detection of existing performance
problems by Instana
active consulting and development of solution proposals
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L Ö S U N G E N

“

Why Instana?

Modern cloud / microservices applications consist
of hundreds or thousands
of instances at runtime.
Therefore, when it comes to
APM, there is no alternative
to using a tool that was built
exactly for this purpose. After all, we don‘t want to use
a hammer on screws. –

Instana has been developed to specifically meet the requirements of
current technologies and techniques applied in IT.
Instana automatically analyzes and visualizes dynamic applications
and generates an accurate image of the application landscape, as
well as existing dependencies. Automatic detection continuously
takes place in Instana, so that code changes, deployments and reconfigurations are detected immediately and automatically, analyzed
and displayed in Instana. As a result, Instana knows the exact state
of applications, services and infrastructure at all times. All data is
recorded, processed and displayed in the interface within a few seconds.
In addition, as part of the full-stack monitoring provided by Instana,
all requests are tracked end-to-end, which allows for statements
about the quality of the developed services to be made at any time.

Thomas Scherm,
Proxy, codecentric AG

”

Your benefits
Get started right away with a minimum installation and configuration phase.
Test Instana on your premises without obligation.
codecentric supports you remotely with regards to all technical
questions during the entire 14-day trial period.
Benefit from our many years of APM expertise.
Once you have convinced yourself after the 14-day trial period and
would like to continue to rely on the right APM solution in the future,
you will have the option to take over the licenses and further expand
the results from the test phase.

Contact

Niko Blätterman
Head of Application Perfomance Management
niko.blaettermann@codecentric.de
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